The call for EDGE Fellowship applications is **NOW OPEN**

We are only reviewing applications from Asia & Pacific region islands in 2021

One of the most effective ways ZSL’s EDGE of Existence programme ([www.edgeofexistence.org](http://www.edgeofexistence.org)) is working to secure the future of EDGE species is by awarding two-year Fellowships to future conservation leaders ("EDGE Fellows") working on poorly-known EDGE species.

**What do EDGE Fellows receive?**

EDGE Fellows follow a comprehensive two-year training programme comprising of:

- **A grant of up to £10,000** to undertake a 2-year project on a priority EDGE species
- **A 4-week Conservation Tools training course** held in the tropics
- **Ongoing technical support and mentoring** from ZSL biologists
- **A 2-week Conservation Leadership training course** in London

**Am I eligible?**

You may be eligible for an EDGE Fellowship if you:

- Focus your work on an **EDGE species** included on the **2021 curated list**
- Are an **early-career conservation biologist or wildlife manager** (less than 10 years’ experience)
- Are a **resident of the country in which the proposed focal species occurs**

The EDGE Fellowship application deadline is **23:59 (BST) 18th July 2021**

Successful applicants will be announced by the end of September 2021.

Visit our website to learn more: [www.edgeofexistence.org](http://www.edgeofexistence.org)

ZSL’s EDGE of Existence Programme is kindly supported by the Franklinia Fondation